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If Winter comes, can Spring be far behind?
Percy Bysshe Shelley
This newsletter brings a rich mix of artwork, original writing
and news. There is lots of look forward to as we turn
towards Spring: take part in a Mummer’s Play (p.12), join in
the Art planning session (p.16), turn up for the ‘Open
Reflection’ on the topic of communication (p.14), try an
easy Easter recipe (p.6), or just enjoy the lovely images,
powerful poetry, and inspiring quotes. We also look back as
we are enclosing our Annual Report for 2017-18, which
summarises our activities and achievements as a
community. There is news of a fundraising drive with details
about how to donate to the Bridge Collective (p.4-5), news
from the Experts by Experience project (p.20), an
opportunity to be involved in a research project, and photos
from October’s pottery workshops. We hope you enjoy
reading this newsletter, if you would like to be involved in
producing the next one you can either submit something
(see back page for details) or come along to the next
newsletter working space on 4th April.
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This newsletter has contributions from people who
share their perspectives and opinions.
The views expressed are not necessarily shared or
endorsed by the Bridge Collective
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Fri 1st

● 2-4pm Underground Sound project development and jam

Sat 2nd

● 12.30-2.30pm Rainbowbridge

Mon 4th

● 10.30-12.30 Women’s art group

Tues 5th

● 11am – 1pm Experts by Experience monthly meeting

Thurs 7th

● 12-4pm Thursday Open Afternoon.
● 2pm Mummers’ Play

Fri 8th

● First Aid training – booked places. (Please note no volunteering
development drop in today).

Tues 12th

● 12midday – 2pm planning for the community meeting
● 2.30-4pm Company systems working party: cleaning, typing,
shopping etc.

Wed 13th

● 1-2pm Open Minds

Thurs 14th ● 1-3pm Community meeting: monthly decision making meeting.
All welcome.
Fri 15th

● 2-4pm DJ workshop

Mon 18th

● 10.30-12.30 Women’s art group

Tues 19th

● 11am - 1pm Experts by Experience project development

Wed 20th

● 10.40am meet at the 5c bus stop, Paris Street - Greenwood
Project visit to Yeo Vale Wood - pancakes and twig people.

Thurs 21st ● 12-4pm Thursday Open Afternoon
Wed 27th

● 2-4pm Art at the Bridge planning - all welcome :-)

Thurs 28th ● 12-4pm Thursday Open Afternoon
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Donating to the Bridge Collective
After a diﬃcult year of funding cuts in 2017/18, the Bridge has
worked hard to diversify our funding base and this year we are
much more comfortable in our financial position, receiving
grant funding from Devon County Council, the Tudor Trust, the
Allen Lane Foundation, the Self Heal Association, Devon
Community Foundation, and the Cooperative Bank Customer
Donation Fund.
While the bulk of our money comes from grant funding, we also
receive income from training we provide through Experts by
Experience, private donations, membership subscriptions,
wholefood and other sales, and other fundraising. These forms
of income are especially important to us we are free to use
them as we choose, and they can provide us with a lifeline at
any time that grant funding falls short, allowing us to stay in
business while we make new plans.
We’ve agreed to have a focus once a year on inviting people to
consider whether they can and would like to support us with a
donation of any size.
We can accept donations by , or you can use the PayPal
button on our website:
www.bridgecollective.org.uk/donate/
to make a one oﬀ donation or set up a monthly direct debit
donation. PayPal charges us 1.4% plus 20p per donation
received via our donate button
We receive 100% of donations made through PayPal giving
fund. PayPal giving fund is a charity set up by PayPal that
collects donations and pays the nominated charity (and
community interest companies) its accumulated donations
monthly. To donate to the Bridge Collective via PayPal giving
fund go to:
www.paypal.com/fundraiser/charity/2730199
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Another way you can donate is by selling your unwanted goods
on eBay and nominating a percentage of your profits as a
donation to the Bridge Collective. To find out more about how
you can sell your unwanted items and donate the profits eBay
have made this instruction video:
www.youtube.com/embed/jB-bw1oQWlY
We’d like to thank everyone who has already donated to the
Bridge or who plans to in the future for your support.
Here is a letter we’ve received from Rob:
Dear Bridge Newsletter readers,
I’ve been thinking about an idea for raising money for the
bridge collective from members and friends of the collective.
About 150 people receive this newsletter. I worked out that if
everyone who gets this newsletter donated £8 by the end of
March 2019 (£1 a week for eight weeks) we could raise £1200.
If each of the people who receive the newsletter gave about 3
pounds per week by the end of March we could raise £4000.
The money raised could be used to pay towards daily cost of
group activities or to help us to keep going longer as we are if
there is a reduction of funds from Devon county council so the
question is, do you think that what the collective stands for and
provides for you is worth £3 a week? - think about it.
Rob
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WHAT FOR
Follow your dreams
what fucking for
you’ll know one day
I’ll know for sure

dad I’m drowning
I’m turning blue
am I going to end up
just like you?

I’ll know for sure
dreams don’t come true
chased ‘em all did
what your supposed to do

No go follow your dreams
what fucking for
they’re all dead ends
know that for sure

stop throwing me hope
on a rope with a ring
when I’m too far out
and the tide’s come in

I had potential
was going somewhere
God knows where to
somewhere out there

I don’t wanna find
that sliding shore
I’ve made up my mind
couldn’t make it more

never somewhere here
right here, right now
where the trees grow tall
they just know how

I’ve lied to the kids
every christmas eve
not a chimney in sight
but they still believed

to lean to the wind
and reach to the stars
without moving an inch
an inch too far

they too grew up
moved on up, far away
but they just got stuck
a the end of the day

I don’t follow my dreams
I don’t wish any more
I’m just another fish
what’s a fish fucking for?
Cally Starforth Hill
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PSYCHOSIS
The wall is diseased
blood dripping from the trees
so I try to flee it
but they can't see it
so they call in the law
what they doin that for
question this, answer that
you detainable rat
I'm trapped in a cell
a cell shaped like hell
the blood's on the floor
seeping under the door
I'm sweating profusely
paper suit hanging loosely
like a fish fried in fat
to be fed to the cat
a lingering odour
wafts over my shoulder
I hear them discuss me
they're trying to gas me
I know they're demonic
barbaric, moronic
sadistic, despotic
and moulded in plastic
and yes I'm infected
it's chronic, endemic
in-built and generic
call in the forensics
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many moons before here
I visited my mind
thoughts gathered round there
and began to unwind
signs and signs and signs
of the sign
where time is an island
surrounded by dry land
and space is a doorknob
that hasn't yet been thought of
and colours have voices
like purring rolls royces
and greens talking faster
and faster and faster
while black casts a shadow
that hints of disaster
I play some loud music
to drown out the speakers
from other dimensions
that talk of uniqueness
think back to the filter
which lent me some shelter
but now that's eroded
three voices have goaded
taunted and scorned me
same times they've warned
me
of dodgy connections
and nasty infections
from depo injections
three more have insisted
they know my whole story

just as it's written
the fame and the glory
they call me schizophrenic
catatonic or manic
or chronic depressive
obsessive compulsive
addicted, self-inflicted
just a fault in your thinking
a lingering stinking
invading the niceness
the acceptable whiteness
painted all over
the armour of the lifeless
not a great prognosis
forget coming up roses
just take this pill shut out
those troublesome voices
and with a little bit of luck
you won’t often wake up
you’ve got less than no
choices

makes a big fat ass profit
to fund our next wars
if you open your eyes
we will need diagnosis
to protect the public
let's call it psychosis
Cally Starforth Hill

of course we are human
we really do care plan
we legislate, execute
and adjudicate you man
we have armies of tweeters
to serve us as twats
social secreters
synthetic live chats
entrepreneurial spirit
is served in our bars
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“Survivor"
When life knocked me down
It’s then my strength helped turn me around
Times of innocence lost,
my tears helped at all cost
Times and times again I walked on trying my best
I became my own warrior in distress
Like a roaring lion
I broke my silence with my voice
A voice to speak in truth
A voice to speak hope
A voice to speak bravery to others who thought was lost
In anger disappointment
stood tall
carried on regardless
With a smile to reach all
Hope, courage and bravery was found in the darkest of
places
The pit of hell bought light
Value and worth I accepted and treasured
In all trails
I become a survivor
A survivor with hope and strength for the future,
Become a somebody
ready to start
relive
Now I become a survivor
By Martine
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Photos by Martine
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Seasonal Drama
Why not come and take part in, or watch, a mummers
play at the Bridge on Thursday 7th February at 2pm.
No previous acting experience necessary. We’ll read the
script from printed copies, so no lines to learn.
Mummers used to go from house to house in the winter
time performing a simple drama and hoping for donations
of food, drink, and money. The play was often a series of
fights between St George and a series of other heroes and
monsters, all of whom were killed and magically brought
back to life. Sometimes this has been understood as a
symbol of the dying Old Year followed by the rebirth of
Spring.
We rewrote the play using characters from the old AngloSaxon story of Beowulf, another famous slayer of monsters,
and performed it in the replica Anglo-Saxon village at
Escot. We still have the masks and scripts to bring out and
continue our revival of an ancient tradition.
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open reflection
looking back - looking forward
Back in 2011 we gathered these thoughts:

What brings life to the Bridge Collective…
All taking responsibility for success – autonomy – everyone
contributes – job well done – I can be me – trusting the process
things happen without me making them happen – my contribution is
valued – time is allowed – no “us and them” – trusting in people –
valuing and validating people – can see the purpose of what we’re
doing – beautiful and rewarding outcomes – freedom in how we
work – believing it will work out well – real heart connection – group
of people coming together with their resources – doing it on our own
– people’s commitment and making a commitment – laughter and
friendship – peace – seeing that I can do something with my life –
continuity.

The things we really value about the Bridge
-

a living thing
a safe context
changing the culture of mental health
enables people to be themselves – to grow and progress
unique
non-judgemental, love, passion, trust, eclectic, self-generating
we can be here, all together, with or without our holes
commitment, heart, faith in people
somewhere you can always go and be accepted

Generated by The Bridge Collective 21st September and 19th October 2011
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open reflection session
on Friday 15th March 2-4pm
Topic: “Communication”

Open Reflection
(on how we do things as a community)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

It's open to anyone
The discussion topics tend to be quite open
It's a chance to be still
And look at ourselves
Reflection is one part of a learning / development
cycle that includes action, observation, reflection
and planning. These meetings might include
observation and planning as well as reflection –
but they are our non-doing part of the cycle.

everyone is welcome
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From our Open Reflection in December 2018
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We’re having an ART at the Bridge planning session on
Wednesday 27th February 2019, 2-4pm
With a view to clarifying our focus for our 2019 funding
applications
We’re interested to know in 2019:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What do you want from art at the Bridge?
Do we want mixed groups or male or female groups?
What makes a worthwhile art session for you as a
participant?
What are people looking for from our art facilitators
at the Bridge?
What makes facilitating art at the Bridge feel
worthwhile?
What do you get out of art at the Bridge?
Anything else you’d like to add?

Chris and Fleur
Tel: 07535 295419
Email: art@bridgecollective.org.uk
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Photos from the pottery
sessions at Unearth,
October 2018
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SPEAKING WITH MUSIC

MUSIC COMMUNICATES
TOGETHER, THROUGH MUSIC
WE SPEAK WITH EACH OTHER
ASK QUESTIONS
ANSWER
LISTEN, HEAR, EXPRESS

TO UNDERSTAND
FIRST LISTEN
CALL AND RESPONSE
ASK A QUESTION WITH A RIFF
WAIT FOR AN ANSWER
THE CONVERSATION HAS STARTED
JAMMING, IMPROVISATION
NO NEED FOR LYRICS
LIKE LEARNING A NEW LANGUAGE
YOU WILL JUST KNOW IF IT MAKES SENSE
Cally
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Experts by Experience winter/spring 2019
About Experts by Experience
In the Experts by Experience project there are opportunities for being
part of a team developing and delivering workshops together. We talk
about our own experiences, beliefs and feelings that have sometimes
been labelled as mental illness - with people attending our workshops.
Sometimes this work can be paid work. The monthly meeting is where
we find out about upcoming opportunities, share feedback and develop
the project.
Our winter/spring Monthly Meetings at the Bridge Collective will be:
" Tuesday 5th February, 11am-1pm
" Monday 4th March, 1.30pm-3.30pm
" Tuesday 2nd April, 11am-1pm
Here are some of the opportunities we have so far to develop
workshops together in 2019:

1. “Communicating with mental health service users”
This is an opportunity to speak with to 2 groups of trainee doctors in
Exeter on Mondays in January 2018. The trainee doctors have yet to
specialize in working in any particular area yet; some will go on to work in
physical health and some in mental health.
Aims:
" To give trainee doctors a chance to talk with people about our own
experiences, beliefs and feelings that have sometimes been labelled
as mental illness, outside of a doctor-patient setting.
" To hear personal examples of helpful practice when patients see a
physical or mental health doctor.
" To help trainee doctors gain
understanding of different perspectives
on mental health
" To help trainee doctors gain in
confidence having conversations about
different perspectives and experiences.

2. “Lived Experience Module”
This is an opportunity to speak with trainee mental health nurses in
Exeter and Plymouth on Tuesdays in spring 2018. We will be talking to
20

student nurses about our own experiences, beliefs and feelings that
have sometimes been labelled as mental illness and or experience of
supporting a friend or family member.
Module Aims:
" To gain a deeper empathic understanding of a range of experiences through
the personal narratives of those in contact with mental health services
" To gain an appreciation of the way in which well being and recovery can be
enhanced and promoted in mental health settings and in the community at
large.
"

To develop a critical appreciation of the need for ethical, self reflective,
radically collaborative communication i.e. ‘how to hear & stay with stories’

" To develop the skills required to support the ‘lived experience’ and provide
person centred recovery focused practice.

Below are themes we have used for these workshops before:
" Day 1 themes: first experiences of crisis/ challenges, seeing, hearing
or sensing things other’s don’t’ (sometimes labelled ‘psychosis’)
" Day 2 themes: adapting to new experience, finding meaning, coping
and survival strategies, speaking about suicide and self harm
" Day 3 themes: managing on-going experience, learning from carers/
supporters, recovery and foundations, peer support
Payment and expenses rates: People can participate in this
involvement work as a volunteer or receive payment.
" £10.30/hr of the session, plus 1hr paid planning and debrief time.
" Travel together from Bridge Collective to the venue will be paid.
" Travel expenses to the venue (up to £25 cap) are paid for volunteers.

Taking part as an Experts by Experience speaker:
If you are interested in finding out more, please come to our Experts by
Experience Monthly Meeting (dates as above).
For more information contact:
Gill: 07939 991035
Sarah: 07939 991051
E: ebye@bridgecollective.org.uk
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Questions to ask ourselves when considering deciding to do
something new
1.How does this item help to achieve the aims of the Bridge?
2. Will it be a bridge Collective venture, a partnership venture, an
independent venture?
3.What are the safety issues?
- Is it safe?
- How could it be made so?
- Is it respectful?
- Is it accessible?
- What are the legal implications?
- Legislation to be aware of?
- Insurance?
- In a partnership – who has responsibility for what?
4.Resources
- What resources will it need?
- Can we sustain it?
- Will it be supported by an existing system or will it need a new
system?
5. The Wider world
- What unintended impacts might it have on the wider world?
(ethical, environmental issues etc)
- What intended impacts might it have on the wider world?
6. Capacity
- What other things need doing?
- Who will do them?
- Is there capacity to do them?
- Are we up for the commitment? ★ Time★ Space★ Money ★ Backup stuff
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Our Mission Statement
To be a company whose members are creating: A democratic
community where people who have experiences, beliefs, and
feelings that have sometimes been labelled as mental illness
are welcomed and can talk about these experiences freely,
safely and without judgement; a place to participate in
friendship, support, learning, teaching, discussion, being active,
and making a valid contribution both within the collective and
the wider community.
Community meeting dates:
Thursday 14th February, 1-3pm
Thursday 14th March, 1-3pm
Thursday 11th April, 1-3pm
Community Meeting Minutes

Thursday 8th November 2018

Present:Andrew, Nicola, Ceri, Sarah T, Rob, Chris, Ashley, Simon, Julie, Fleur, Nolan,
Kate, Ashley
Apologies Gill, Sarah E, Mark, Ben
No. of Directors present: 2
Item

Action/Decision

Ground Rules

Read

Minutes of last meeting

Read

Chair for BOGOF 22/11
December 13th

Fleur
Nolan

Online banking

Agreed to register Andrew and Sarah E

Christmas art workshops

Agreed to pay Sarah T 6 hours bank work

Annual Report

Agreed subject to minor amendments

Policies work

Agreed 12 hours to Andrew for Nov-Dec
2 hours to Sarah E for Nov-Dec
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Item

Action/Decision

Underground Sound
development

Agreed budget proposal (details in minutes folder)

Music session volunteer

Role description agreed (details in minutes folder

External facilitator
agreement

Agreed (details in minutes folder)

Equality and Diversity

Form and work ongoing

Placement proposal Ness

Work based learning placement agreed

Dates

First aid training Friday 8th February
Open Reflection Wednesday 12th December
(Nicola will ask Michelle about proposed dates
for Jan and April)
review of Tudor Trust 6 months plan Thursday
17th Jan 10-15-11-30
Meet Accountant to look at draft accounts
Tuesday 27th November 10-12

PayPal donation button

Button on website wording agreed

Devon County Council

Member champions invite to an open afternoon

Universal credit training

Training by Devon Communities Together agreed
for 3 people

Meeting Closed

3-01pm

Extra Community Meeting

Present: Andrew, Chris, Sarah E., Margaret
Apologies: Nicola, Gill
No. of Directors present: 3
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Thursday 22 November 2018

Item

Action/Decision

Ground Rules

Read

Minutes of last meeting

Minutes agreed 22.11.18
Decisions agreed with quorum, except Sarah to read
underground sound proposal.

Director information

Amendments agreed

Training/support for
directors sessions

Agreed for 4th Tuesday of each month 3-4.30pm

Community Meeting
description for website

Draft description to be brought to January
Community meeting.

Placement feedback form

Wording agreed with one minor amendment. Add
numbers to the questions.

Placement agreement
ideas

Agreed as guidelines for writing a placement
agreement, with some amendments.

Dates

Planning meeting for Devon County Council 23.1.19,
11.30-1pm
Meeting with Max (DCC) to offer either 29th/30th Jan
with alternative of 13th Feb.

Greenwood funding

Agreed to do applications to Devon Community
Foundation for £3000 and Alpkit Foundation for
£250-300

Transunite website

Agreed to add to Bridge links page

PayPal Giving Fund

Agreed to enrol
Meeting closed 11.40

Community Meeting Minutes

Thursday 13th Dec 2018

Present: Nicola, Andrew, Ceri, Sarah T., Chris, Ashley, Nolan, Gill, Sarah E., Ben,
Margaret, Emma, Judith, Debbie, Mark, Fleur
Apologies: Katherine
No. of Directors present: 6
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Item

Action/Decision

Ground rules

Read

Minutes of last meeting

Read, amended and agreed

Chair for next meeting

Nolan

Accounts

Approved

New employee

Welcome Ami

New key holder and
Thursday volunteer

Welcome Margaret

Magic Carpet workshops

Chris and Fleur to follow up

Experts by Experience

20 bank hours Dec and Jan agreed

Devon County Council
update

Visit to be arranged (Nicola, Andrew, Sarah T.)

Terminology

Gill to coordinate workshop with Michelle

Living Wage Accreditation Agreed to apply to be accredited as Living Wage

employer
Getting ready for
community meetings

Clarify ‘meeting secretary’ role (Andrew and Ben)

Questions to ask
ourselves when
considering doing
something new

Nicola will disseminate widely

Dates

Mummers Play - Feb 7th 2019 (time to be
confirmed)
Open Reflection - Jan 30th 2019 1-3pm

Meeting closed
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15.09pm

Community Meeting Minutes

Thursday 10th January 2019

Present: Sarah T., Sarah E., Chris, Ashley, Nolan, Ceri, Andrew, Rob, Rich
Apologies: Gill, Nicola, Ben
No. of Directors present: 3

Item

Action/Decision

Ground rules

Read

Minutes of last meeting

Read and agreed

Chair for next meeting:
14th February
24th January

Sarah T.
Andrew

Decision Making and
Terminology Workshop

Agreed budget of up to £200 for 4 hour workshop
facilitated by Michelle 11-1pm 2-4pm 26th April

Art workshops

Agreed for Chris to book an artist for a one off
workshop budget up to £400

Finance update

Profit and loss sheets circulated

Newsletter draft

Agreed draft Feb-April newsletter

Gemma’s article

Will be published in the Journal of Community and
Applied Social Psychology

Community meeting
description for website
page

Chris to edit and bring back to next community
meeting

Music licensing

Nicola to follow up and report back to community
meeting

Meeting closed 15.10
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We need time to dream, time to remember,
and time to reach the infinite. Time to be.
- Gladys Taber

I am
homesick
for
a
place
I
am
not sure
even
exists.
One where
my
heart
is
full.
And
my
soul is
understood.
- Melissa Cox

There is great happiness in not wanting,
in not being anything, in not going
somewhere.
- Krishnamurti

We delight in the
beauty of the
butterfly, but rarely
admit the changes it
has gone through to
achieve that beauty.
-

Maya Angelou

Words can be
windows or walls.
- Ruth Bebermeyer

I told her once I
wasn’t good at
anything. She told
me survival is a
talent.
- Susanna Kaysen

There are no
mistakes, only
lessons.
- Robin Sharma

Learn from the mistakes of others. You can’t live long enough
to make them all yourself.
- Eleanor Roosevelt
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We are continuing to work collectively to produce
the Bridge Collective newsletter. Anyone interested
in being a part of this process please keep an eye
out for regular newsletter planning meetings in the
What’s On for each month. We continue to be happy
to receive submissions of articles, poems, art,
thoughts, ideas, and more for future newsletters at
any time. Please email your contributions to
newsletter@bridgecollective.org.uk alternatively we
can receive by post: Unit 4 King Street Business
Centre, Exeter, EX1 1BH or in person at Bridge
Collective when we’re open, please check our
online calendar to when this will be:
www.bridgecollective.org.uk/ calendar/
Contributions in black and white please.
Please make clear how you want to be credited,
e.g. full name, anonymous, etc.
DEADLINE FOR NEXT NEWSLETTER: 4th March

